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governor Gardiner
Speaks to Large
Audience in Chase

w
PRICE TEN CENTS

LEWISTOX, MAINE. WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 28, 1931

"Back to Bates"
Rally for Women
Gives Enthusiasm

4-A Players Open
Season With Three
Plays Friday Night

Women Sponsor Tea
After Football Game

STUDENTS AND ALUMNI ATTEND
BACK-TO-BATES NIGHT IN GYM

As a part of the Back-to-Bates proTelegrams Provide Laughs—Speeches Are Feature of
gram the Woman's Athletic Association
sponsored a tea at Chase Hall, Saturday,
Program—Coach Morey Pays Tribute to Ray Shaw
Gardiner was the guest
24, directly after the BatesVarsity Play Next Feature Octolier
the opening meeting of the
Maine game.
By PARKER DEXTER
■£•« Politics Club, October 22. Chase
Approximately one hundred and fifty
Five hundred alumni and undergrad—Letter from Sauer
r
J» . „... ,11 tilled with the Lewiston
people were served, most of whom were
uates attended the annual Back to
Praises Group
returning memliers of the alumni.
Bates Night held last Friday evening
|u A'1''" ' -iu'sts an(1 students who
The room was attractively decorated
in the Alumni gymnasium. There was
Ke'i'iip'1 to near t,ie address on
"Where the Cross is Made", "The with a combination of yellow and green.
■K
.eminent of Maine".
a program of speeches and numerous
Spinsters
of
Lush
'',
and
''
A
Wedding''
Yellow chrysanthemums, yellow and green
I,delivTing his subject the Governmusical selections.
are the three one-act plays which com- mints and colored sugar aided in carry_V1. a brief history and outline
Harry W. Rowe, acting as master of
pose the first 4-A program to take place ing out the color scheme.
LJe ('ode Bill which is to be acted
ceremonies, introduced the various parFriday,
October
.10
at
X:00
o'clock
in
*_ l,v the citizens of Maine, NovemFrances Cronin was in charge of the
ticipants of the program and on behalf
the Little Theatre. The admission is affair. Julia Briggs, Muriel Gower and
The Bates hill and dale squad will of the committee extended a welcome
*9, ;it lli>" requests of their petitions.
35
cents;
no
seats
will
be
reserved.
meet a team from Northeastern next to those present. President (iray deMargaret Renwick poured.
- it passed the legislature
Bates 4A Players this season are to
Saturday morning over the home livered the greetings of the institution.
provides for the simplifica1
limit
their
productions
to
four
instead
course.
■io:!" ' improvement of the mechanics
In his remarks he referred to football
of
the
usual
five
performances.
Shortly
This is the same team over which the as "head-ball". He considers Morey
IT,!,,, gt -eminent to meet the inafter
the
three
one-act
plays,
try-outs
Garnet
romped
in
hand
in
hand
for
a
Tt is the
and Spinks two of the greatest psyn,.il business of our state.
will be held for the annual Varsity
perfect score last year. Nevertheless, chologists of the game that any college
BLpIt ol the survey made by
Play.
These
try
outs
are
open
to
the
this
season
conditions
will
be
somewhat
has; moreover to him they are mentors.
Etinliv- by the arrangements of
entire college. Although, as yet, no
changed. Northeastern can boast four
Telegrams
■Sterner Gardiner without expense to
play
has
been
definitely
chosen,
the
veterans
of
real
experience,
while
Bates
Statements were given to
Many laughs were had over the readdates
are
set
for
December
!l
and
10.
has
only
Whitten
and
Furtwengler
left
i.ff that it would save a quarter of
ing of' the telegrams. One in particuThe Shakespearean production coming
Bates' star debaters, Randolph from last year's championship team. lar stood out. It was to the effect that
I giiiion dollars a year for the state,
later in the year will be the portrayal Weatherbee '32 and Frank Murray '34 Jellison, Northeastern's loss by trans- the members of the team were '' not to
Lj would assure more service for
of various scenes from "The Taming left Saturday night for their forensic, fer can be counted upon, however, for lose their heads, for they couldn't get
C,[v taxed dollar. At the end of the
of the Shrew". In early spring a full tour of the Maritime Provinces. They certain desired points.
■Lfiili. questions were asked by memalong without them", and was signed
length drama will close the season of met thoir first Canadian opponents last
It is difficult to say much about the jointly by Mary, yucen of Scots and
Iwrscf the audience and Polities Club.
the 4A Players.
evening at Dalhonsie University at erratic Northeastern aggregation. All Charles the First. Some of the others
TjP committee, composed of Norman
Sauer in Theatre Guild
Halifax on the subject of women's time trials proved very satisfactory, were supposedly from Calvin t'oolidge,
|jit[>un:i!'l. chairman, Blmer Mitchell
Although not directly connected with emergence from the home. The same according to the press, but in the Mayor Walker, Mussolini, Aimee
I^JIifd!-' Bnrke, have also on their
the present 4A Players, it is of interest subject will be used in the debate this Harvard Invitation Meet Northeastern McPherson Hutton,
Harold Lloyd.
■gram many other interesting speakers
to hear from last year's president, Mar- evening at King's College at Windsor, showed up poorly.
Also there was an exchange of greetings
■
r brought to our campus durtin Sauer. At the present, he is located Nova Scotia.
The men from the University beat between the meeting in the gym and the
ljjtho year.
in Bellville, New Jersey, where he has
From Nova Scotia, the Bates team Tufts 21 38, with Capt. Boh Greenleaf meeting of the Maine Alumni Associarecently been elected to the Bellville will go to Mount Allison College in their outstanding man. He has been tion at the DeWitt Hotel.
Little Theatre Guild. The coming pro- Snckville, New Brunswick, for a debate running some very fine races for the
William Garcelon, 'I'll was introduced
duction is "The Whole Town's Talk either Thursday or Friday. They are last two years and hears watching as as an active alumnus and now a more
ing"', by Emerson and Loos. In this, to meet the University of New Bruns- a sure scorer. Cattley, a sophomore, active trustee. He, while at Bates, was
Sauer's role is that of an ex-pugilist wick at Frederickton Saturday night. has been reported as a real find.
active in athletics. In his remarks he
who has become a motion picture Bat6S w-ill oppose the recognition of
Among the members of the North- said that he was a bit restricted
director. However, of perhaps more Russia in New Brunswick.
eastern varsity are Greenleaf, Pratt, because certain topics—namely socialThe Canadian trip has been a desired Bradford, Morang, Cattley and Law- ism and communism—would lead to his
vital interest is the following excerpt
| llready work has been commenced
from one of his letters. "Everything project for several years but has been rence, all of whom with the exception '' being panned by the Student''. He
ambitions program, covering
I have rubbed up with so far has postponed because of other inter- of the last two, were members of last praised the "scrubs", saying they were
■ars, of centralized control of
seemed vastly inferior to the 4A national debates. This is Bates' first year's team.
{tern- power used on the Bates Camnecessary to a good team. He praised
visit to the provinces since 1926.
Players''.
They will come to Lewiston to find Morey for making a "team" in the
la A large transformer station and
Bates
still
smarting
from
the
loss
of
BMioard has already been installed
literal sense of the word. Lauren M.
the state title last Friday, and ready Sanborn of Portland, President of the
ii- heating plant, and from this
to
put
up
a
real
fight
in
order
to
finish
trenches arc now being dug to
Alumni, was another speaker.
up their schedule with victories.
the underground wires that will
The Coaches Speak
The featured speakers of the evening
the first of the three "legs*' of
an.—Koger Williams. Athletic
were Coaches Morey and Spinks. The
Such adages as ' Pride goeth before
I, John Bertram, and eventually
remarks of Coach Spinks were brief and
a
fall'
were
far
from
the
mind
of
our
Brown,
King,
Sprafke
Flash
for
Bates
While
Don
Favor
restricted .nosily t.o the freshmen ont
Hall. Low potential, UXrV.,
sanguine
professor
of
the
mineral
romp directly to Roger Williams
for football. He considers all 5.3 men
Leads
Maine
Attack
to
9-6
Victory—Bobcats
tm the heating plant, while high ten- sciences as he boasted of his immunity
out for the sport as very good candiMake 11 First Downs to 8 by U. of M.
irires will run to a transformer from motor catastrophes on his field
dates for the varsity squad next year.
milt in the Athletic Building and from expeditions. Another person might
Coach Morey paid tribute to the late
To
promote
the
true
spirit
of
play
is
Bobcat had had no opportunity to try
By FRANK H. BYRON
Bias point low potential be distributed have taken warning from the flat tire
Ray Shaw, sports editor of the Lewiston
the
purpose
of
the
Play
Day
to
be
sponIn a bitter uphill battle against the its offensive game.
• the Athletic Plant. .John Bertram, that followed one such remark but
Daily Sun. He outlined the work of
sored
by
W.
A.
A.,
November
7.
there is none so confident as he who University of Maine, a gamely fighting
I later to Chase Hall.
the team as far as the season had proFourteen
high
schools
including
LewisFavor
Scores
Touchdown
for
Maine
owns a Chevrolet.
Bates eleven went down to its first
ton, Edward Little, Bridgton Academy, gressed. In doing this he ridiculed
The Second Leg
All was well until the thirteenth State series defeat in two years last
As the second period opened the Deering, Portland, Windham, Mechanic the remarks made publicly by Coach
paean
in
praise
of
his
metal
steed.
The
kesecond "leg"' of the distributing
Saturday when it could not overcome Bates team seemed to have fathomed Palls, Lincoln Academy and Monmouth Sampson of Harvard as to why Harvard
n. which is also being placed in Monday class were about to leave an earlv U. of M. touchdown and point, the Maine plays a bit better and both Aenderny have been invited to participate didn't run up a bigger score on Bates.
■■ this year, will care for Hedge Turner Bridge when the thing hap- plus a later safety. Bates scored one teams, not being able to gain, kicked in Play Day. The present programme By actual listing of the plays used by
I'oram Library, and Carnegie pened. The Chevrolet, previously so touchdown and the final score was often. Here Maine with Favor getting provides for registration at nine o'clock the opponents he showed that Harvard
<> and will contain two phase obedient to the directions of its owner Maine !>. Bates 6. Dazzled in the first off some fine boots had an advantage. in Kami gymnasium at which time teams used a well rounded repertoire of plays
. for lighting, and two phase, and master, balked. It would not part of the game by a fine Maine With the ball in Maine's possession the will be assigned. A track meet will lie against Bates.
-or the power that is demanded start. A careful diagnosis of the case offense that garnered one touchdown Blue completed a pass for a first down. one of the outstanding features of the
Special Musical Numbers
indicated a locked starter. The field for the Blue, Bates put on a great Then Favor who had been playing a morning programme. In the afternoon
! the laboratories.
The band under the direction of
The third "leg" covering the rest expedition became an open forum on offensive of its own in the second and great game took the ball in a thrust various games concluded by speed ball "Gil" Clapperton '32 played numerous
P" the rumpus will be placed in ser- the ways and means of unlocking a third periods to score one touchdown off tackle. For a moment he seemed will be played on Rand field. Then all selections during the course of the
starter. All clues were followed care- and threaten to wipe out the Maine to be stopped by the Bates secondary
fee within the next two years.
the girls will again assemble in Rand evening. Elwood Ireland '22 of Newfully, so carefully indeed that Dr. lead of one point. Late in the final but he eluded two Bates tacklers and gymnasium
To Cut Electric Costs
to join in stunts and a dance. port, Vt., and Sylvester Carter '34 sang
This step has been taken with the Fisher even searched his pockets for a period the Bobcat, playing desperately, was off free into the open field with no
The committees appointed to take several solos. The Men's Glee Club
\
itting of electrical costs by key which might fit. After a long tried a forward pass close to its own one blocking his path to the goal line. charge of Play Day are: hospitality. under the direction of Prof. Seldon
Vplacing the forty or more separate period of silent meditation, the dimin- goal which was batted down by It was a 47-yard jaunt for a touchRosemary l.anibertson and Ruth .lohn Crafts and accompanied by Almus
krviees now given by the power com- utive prof admitted that he had no Kiszonak of Maine and rolled over the down and coming after the Bobcat had son;
food, Mina Critchell and Althea Thorp '34 entertained with vocal
goal line where it was fallen on for a stopped Maine on its goal line it left
■any by one service, thus reducing the more suggestions to offer.
Howe; programme, Rebecca Cousins and selections. Edward Small '34 accomThe Chevrolet then submitted to the safety.
F''il or minimum charges now effective.
the Bates section stunned while the
panied by Arnold Ruegg '34 rendered
Bates kicked off to begin the game visitors stands went wild over the Frances Brackett.
has been pointed out that the charge ignominious process of being shoved
a xylophone solo. Almus Thorp played
It five to eight cents per K.W.H. is far along by a mere Ford. A nearby and stopped Maine. Favor kicked after touchdown. Wilson place-kicked the
a medley of popular airs on the accorI expensive, considering that the an- farmer procured a stout wire with failing to gain through the Bates line. extra point and the score was Maine
dion. Robert LaBoyteaux
'32 led
bill is about $5,000, and by this which Harvard Smith connected the On the first play by the Bobcat, 7, Bates 0.
several cheers. Prof. Crafts and Elsystem it is hoped to obtain Lizzie and the car. As he glided along McCarthy, playing halfback, went on
Bates kicked off again and the Maine
wood Ireland led the singing.
Iwric power at a considerable savings. behind the five-day week product, the an eight-yard jaunt around the end to team started on the offensive with
Fourteen Sophomores and eight JunAfter the program, there was a rethrill. Maine Riley piercing the Bates line for two iors were initiated into Alethea Club on
IMr. Boss has also announced that all prof showed an amazing knowledge of give the Bates rooters
and Bates kicked. The kick was successive first downs. With onl}* a October 27. The candidates for initia- union hour. During this time refresh'
JiK-ork i3 being placed underground, the technique of being towed. He ' iield
ments consisting of doughnuts, cider,
took up his song in praise of the .short and it was Maine's ball on the few more minutes left in the first half tion presented scenes from important apples and peanuts were served. The
w the direction of his crew in soon
. .1
I_ .
\"
.-.„.- could
,.m>1il dinmiTn
him
ILiiiMi
7 «<i*i>l 1line.
i 1111
Bates '}37-yard
No
one
dispute him
. "ration with the Androscoggin Chevrolet.
King replaced Brown and Sprafke re- works in English Literature in the form committee in charge was: for the
|':r Co., and that all unsightly poles as he expounded the noiselessness of its
placed Farrell in the Bates backfield. of charades.
alumni; Elmer W. Campbell '27, Dexter
Maine Opens Offensive
PU'ires on campus will be removed. motor at that time.
Maine failed to gain and tried a kick
Eleanor Williams, president, Marv R. Kneeland '18, Harry W. Rowe '12;
Maine opened up on its offensive and from close behind the line. It was O'Neil. Helen Hamlin, Dorothy Staples. for the Varsity Club; Clifton Jacobs
gave a great effort in trying to score blocked and it was Bates ball on their and Mildred Hollywood were in charge '32, Willis J. Furtwengler '32, and
of the initiation programme.
Robert B. Swett '33.
earlv in the game. Although stopped own 40-yard line.
for a moment by a penalty, a series of
Bates Begins Effective Attack
tricky plays consisting of double passes
and laterals brought the ball down to
Up to this time Bates had been
Bates 15-yard line. On the next
I Polar Bears Encouraged by Bates Defeat, But Odds go the
plav a pass from Wilson to Smith took strictly on the defensive while the boys
the ball to the Bates three-yard line from Orono had been going places. But
To Garnet in Next Saturday's Encounter—Bowdoin
this place on it was the Bates
where Smith was thrown by Sid from
offense that clicked. A forward pass
Line Weak—Makes Pitiful Showing Against Colby
Farrell.
from
Valicenti to Sprafke gained 25
It was first down for Maine close to
Hot-dogs, potato salad, cider (100
L^Bin after the interlude of a year, ; Bates eleven take the field than that Bates goal line. The stands were in yards. Time was growing short and gallons of it), doughnuts, and apples general management of the affair was
carried on with a smoothness which
against
Maine.
In
the
second
half
of
the
Bates
section
groaned
as
a
five-yard
"owdoin Polar Bear and the Bates
disappeared in a most amazing manner evinced much careful planning.
a frenzv with the Bates stands implor*t bare their fangs, and start on last Saturday's game Bates came back ing the'Bobcat to "hold them". Here penalty was tacked on the Bobcat. at the Bates All-College Picnic conf
faa! preparations for their annual strong, and then tackling was more the fighting Bates players showed the Sprafke and King were fast and ducted by the Outing Club before the
NOTICE
test to be held at Brunswick this vicious, their plays functioned with a kind of a goal line stand that they Sprafke went around the end for new open fireplace in a clearing above
SENIOR MEN AND WOMEN
certain nicety lacking in the first half,
thirteen yards. King sprinted around Thorncrag Cabin, Monday night.
displayed
against
Harvard.
Maine
•'" i" unbiased observer it would all of which does not insure a very com- shot Romansky at the Bates line and the other'end for 12 yards to the Maine
The festivities commenced at 5:15
In order that glossy prints of perthat the Garnet machine should fortable afternoon for dear old Bow in four plays the Maine battering failed 18-yard line. Sprafke made three yards o'clock and it was 8 o'clock before the
and then King went around the end
sonal
photographs for the 1932 Mirror
' the Black and White apart, and doin.
to
gain
an
inch
against
the
Bates
forfaithful kitchen police completed their
Bates Will Not Take Game Easily
for a seven-yard gain and first down.
over at le'ast four touchdowns.
may be in the hands of the engravers
ward wall. Bates took the ball on its
duties and started on the home trail.
Bates
will
not
take
this
game
easily
After
a
Maine
time-out
a
pass
and
t W.loin line is pitifully weak, and
own four-yard line. It was a marvelous
Apart from eating, the feature of the as soon as possible, the Mirror manageij.'ja'klield thus far has failed to next Saturday for she realizes that Bow- defensive" stand on the goal line and a trv at the Maine line failed. On
program
was singing led by Seldon T. ment must insist that all individual
s
doin
will
be
fighting
with
her
back
the
third
down
a
great
forward
pass
\' " with any degree of steadiness.
one which will remain long in the from Valicenti was dragged out of the Crafts with a cornet accompaniment by
photographs be made before November
Pj Saturday Colby tore the Bruns- against the wall in an effort to annex memory of the fans who saw it.
air by Bud King for a touchdown. Fred Donald '33. Al Thorp '33, with 25. Those who do not desire new
P| fr.,nt line to pieces, and dashed at least one Series game. Vague rumors
Bates kicked out of danger to the This
fast offense that sent the ball down his piano-accordian, also assisted in the
"« secondary leaving it standing have it that Bowdoin alumni are not Maine 47-yard line. After making one
photos and who already have glossv
entirely satisfied with the results pro- first down Maine had to kick. Bates the field sixty yards for a touchdown musical program.
prints are asked to make sure that such
Arrangements
were
in
charge
of
Dagduced
bv
the
Bowser
regime,
and
a
gave
some
pep
to
the
Bates
stands
but
I ^
Bowdoin Encouraged
trying to keep the ball out of her
Augustinus, '33, and Valery Burati, prints are in the hands of the Editor or
l**'l'iin cohorts have taken sudden Bowdoin" victory would help boost territory kicked on the third down the Bobcat still labored in the ruck as mar
Valicenti's try for the extra point '32, Chairman of Hikes for the Outing Business Manager before the above
j* it the unexpected defeat of the Bowser stock immeasurably. All in all, after an 8-vard thrust by Farrell.
Club, assisted by various committees.
" at the hands of Maine, but a mighty good game of football should
It was Maine's ball as the quarter failed.
Great credit is due the men and date.
Bates kicked off and the period ended
°T they are justified, or not, can- be in store for those who journey down ended and the period itself had been
women in charge of the supper for 600
ELDEN DUSTIN
e
soon
afterwards.
to
Brunswick
town,
and
the
issue
will
™t,° ascertained until after Saturall Maine. Only Bates defense had
guests. The distributing of food and
ROBERT MANSON
(Continued on Page 3, Column 2)
' game. This writer believes that only be settled after an afternoon of stood out during this period as the
' Saturday will see a far superior hard, driving football.

|NEW ELECTRIC
SYSTEM FOR
BATES CAMPUS

The women of Bates, including
alumni, faculty members and co-eds
showed their "Bates Spirit" at the
rally Friday night. This was the
second of the "Back to Bates" for
the women and the large attendance,
the enthusiasm, and the general good
time were sufficient to promise more
rallies of similar nature in the future.
Singing Starts Activity
The programme was opened by singing some Bates songs under the direction of Mildred Stanley '25. The alumni then presented a skit entitled "The
Hat Shop". The remarkable millinery
creations and the extremely life-like
models with their winning smiles and
intriguing glances failed to win the
customers but were more than appreciated by the audience.
Seniors' "Day at Bates"
The Seniors presented "A Day At
Bates". This typical day began with
early breakfast at Rand included
chapel, various classes and concluded
with the freshman hockey class. The
various "take offs" afforded an excellent opportunity of "seeing ourselves as others see us". For the
Junior stunt JI group of girls gathered
around the piano and sang selected
Bates songs. The lighting effect and
the grouping made a picturesque scene.
A good old-fashioned barn dance, attended by faculty members in appropriate dress, was staged by the enterprising Sophomores. The Freshman
girls presented "Cinderella Up To
Date". This flapper Cinderella met
her Prince of Wales, lost her snake
skin slipper and managed to squeeze
her foot into the eight and one-half
triple F. so that all ended happily.
Following the cheers led by Rosemary
l.anibertson refreshments were served.

MISHAP HALTS
GEOLOGY TRIP
AND DR. FISHER

Bobcat Harriers
To Meet Huskies
On Home Course

Bates Debaters
Start Journey
Through Canada

BATES DROPS FIRST SERIES
GAME AS MAINE WINS 9-6

W.A.A. Play Day to
Add Many Features

Alethea has Initiation

IteCATS TACKLE BOWDOIN
IN SECOND SERIES GAME

ALL-COLLEGE ENJOYS PICNIC
AT NEW THORNCRAG FIREPLACE

!(
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(Tel. 763)

Women's Athletics
Althea Howe, '32
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-

Mary Hoag. 32
KIHTOHIA1. STAFF
("live Knowles. '33
Elinor Williams. '33
Uuth li.nham. '33
John Stevens, '33
Herbert Jensen. '33
Franklin Wood, '33
Kenneth Wood, '33
ESva Sons! roem, '33
Fred Donald. '33

Robert Malison. '32
Parker .1. Dexter, 32
Randolph Weatherbee, "32
Elizabeth Seigel, '32
C. Rushton Lrfms. '32
Augusta Cohen, '32
Rosamond Nichols, '32
Muriel Bliss, '32
Bertha W. Critchcll. '32
MANACJEIUAI. STAFF
Vincent Belleau. '33
Nathan Milbury. '34
Isidore Arik, '34
James Balano, '34
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Margaret Itanlett. '33
Frank Murray. '34
Albert Oliver. '34
Nancy Crockett, '34
Macy Pope. '34
John B. Han'ey, '34
Theodore Seamon, '34

Mr. Weatherbee's letter, I would like
to ask three questions. Why did the
Student Council Representative at
Thorncrag refuse to give the reporter
any facts concerning the incident, and
also to correct any misstatements of
the article after having read it previous
to publication? Why did a prominent
member of the Student Council give
the chairman of the Garnet Key permission to use paddles without the
sanction of the Student Council itself?
Did the Student Council think that one
Sophomore and one Junior representative would be sufficient to represent
that body at the affair?
I do not expect that these questions
will be answered or that anything will
be done about the whole incident since
it seems quite possible and entirely
probable that the President of the
Student Council realizes that the plight
of the Garnet Key is also the plight of
the Student Council and that to condemn one is to condemn the other.
In answer to Mr. Loonier's article I
would simply make this statement.
When the writer approached him for Information regarding the incident at
which Mr. Loonier presided, the latter
refused to give any information what
soever. In fact it seemed to me as I
inquired, as though both Mr. Loonier
and The Student Council Representative were ashamed to have the incident
made known.
In answer to Mr. Blanchard's statement, I have nothing to say except that
since he would like to have such
incidents written at first hand, I would
suggest that he might be the man to
write them up, for he probably will be
present at all future events of a similar
character.
Respectfully,
CLIVE KNOWLES, '33

BUSINESS STAFF
(Kditor's Note: We have hesitated
Edward Wilmot, '33
A. J. Latham. Jr., '33 in printing Mr. Knowles' vigorous reply
Harold E. Smith. '34 not because we doubt its merit, but
Charles Whipple. '34 because we do not wish to give the
impression that a reporter and not the
AUVISEK AND AUDITOR
editor is ultimately responsible for any
Prof. Percy D. Wilkins
ami all news printed in this paper. The
editors of The Student assume all
Single Copies, Ten Cents. responsibility. We wish that clearly
Subscription. $3.00 per year in advance.
understood. But a reporter on a colWritten Notice of change of address should be in the hands of the Business Manager lege paper is also an individual, and
one week before the issue in which the change is to occur.
has clear right to express his own
The Editor Is responsible for the editorial column and the W»U policy of the opinions. Therefore we give Mr.
paper and the Managing Editor of all the articles in the News Columns.
Knowles free speech. And without
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.
wishing for the present to further
Published Wednesdays during the College Year by Students of Bates College.
criticize or further antagonize cither
Entered as second class matter at the post office at Lewiston. Maine.
The Student Council or The Garnet
Key, we would like it definitely known,
that editorially, we stand firmly in
Printed by Merrill 4 Webber Co.. Auburn, Maine
accord with Mr. Knowles' position.)
ON SEX EDUCATION

TO ALUMNI CONCERNED
An incident of the past week, which
need not be repeated here, has again
proved that intervention of a certain
few alumni in matters which do not
immediately concern them may often
work to the harm and not the good of
the college and of the student concerned.
In the opinion of The Student
nothing could seem as sophomoric as
the supposition of these few alumni
that the Advisory Committee, composed of faculty members, would turn
over a probation case to the Executive
Committee, composed of trustees, when
that case by all precedent and law
rightly and undeniably belonged in the
Advisory Committee. The subsequent
discussion of the matter in newspapers
has neither helped the college nor the
individual in question. Simply, it has
made matters worse.
Students and administration members who are here on the immediate
scene of action arc competent to handle
their own affairs without the interference of a few meddling alumni. If
the alumni want to give service they
can do so without over-stimulating student opinion, and without harassing
and antagonizing a faculty committee,
which certainly would be more considerate of a student appeal than of an
alumni demand.
If these few alumni are seeking release for surplus energy and enthusiasm
we might suggest that Bates needs
funds for an increased faculty and for
additional scholarship aid. The alumni
might help the administration by
soliciting these funds.

Even the apathetic mention of sex
will repulse a member or two of the
faculty and the Board of Trustees; and
perhaps in this ail-too natural revolt
Hie older generation shows for the most
important subject on earth is to be
found the reason for a lack of adequate
sex instruction in the Bates curriculum.
Thus far, any competent handling of
the matter has been taboo, except for
a few isolated instances. It has been
evaded in a hush-hush policy; in a
lullaby; in a prim and prudish attitude
that the importance of sex certainly
docs not warrant.
Here, it has been dealt with only in
its most superficial phases in classes of
personal hygiene. The belief of educators is that sex is a matter for the
home. Yet when they are questioned
why it should lie taught in the home,
there is no answer. When they are
told that in more than ninety per cent
of homes the matter is not taught, they
merely reply that it should be.
Certainly, inquisitive minds will not
he satislied with a mere incitement to
parity, chastity, and self-restraint.
Youth needs an explained, scientific, detailed knowledge of sex. Only in understanding may eventual self restraint
and subordination of desire be exercised. In this day of changing religion, of wholesomely lessened piety,
youth needs more than the exhortation
of an often nnrespeeted preacher to
guide it in the predominant impulses of
life.
Such instruction should come in col- To the Editor of The Student:
lege at least. Even then it is late to Sir:
The fact that the President of the
counteract the total, romantic, often
harmful impression given by treatment Student Council questions the news
article of the writer in no way invaliof sex in the motion pictures and in dates the truth of the statements which
fiction.
were made in it. Mr. Weatherbee, in
The attitude of a college classroom an attempt to discredit the incident
would be contributory to a wholesome which took place at Thorncrag, says
and scientific understanding. It is in that only half of the number which
the power of college administrations to were given as present, really were
find instructors with personal equip- present, and he also says that the
ment to teach the subject. Biology rumor concerning the serious injury of
should be made compulsory for all stu- a Freshman was untrue.
dents and should be augmented with
Undoubtedly, it is true that no Fresha consideration of physiological man was seriously injured, but if Mr.
functions, courtship, connubial rela- Weatherbee had taken the trouble to
tions, birth control, divorce, sexual inquire of the Freshman who was coninversion and perversion with attend- cerned in the incident, before labeling
ing emotional, social, and psychological the thing as false, I am sure that he
differences, venereal diseases, white would not have taken issue with my
slavery and other commercial aspects, statement concerning the case. While
and sex relations outside the home.
it is impossible to say how many SophoAs students we have somewhat of a mores were present at Thorncrag, from
right to demand that the false taboo questioning a number of Sophomores
against openness on this subject be and Frosh who were there, before I
broken down. We have a right to ask wrote, I felt justified in making the
that some instruction be given on a statement that there were *' about
subject, knowledge or ignorance of seventy-five Sophomores" present, and
which contributes happiness, or mis- I am convinced that this number is
understanding, pain, and disintegrated within ten of being accurate.
personality in later living.
In answer to the general tone of

Sodalitas Latina
Plans Meetings
"How may we plan our future meetings in order that they may be mere
helpful to us in our future work?"
This was the topic which was discussed
by the members of the Sodalitas Latina
at their recent meeting.
After much careful consideration it
was decided to hold a series of discussions on "Latin in the ('lass
Room". The main objective of these
discussions being to bring out the best
methods whereby a teacher may be
able to adapt the study of Latin to the
students in order that they will take
a greater interest in it and appreciate
its true worth.
The club members also decided to
study briefly, Roman life, philosophy
and mythology as a partial background
for their presentation of Latin to their
future students.
It was also thought best to have
another series of discussions on "The
Organizing and Conducting of Latin
Clubs in High Schools".

German Club Holds
Thorncrag Initiation
Last night the German Club held a
cabin party at Thorncrag to initiate
new members. The cabin was decorated
in true Hallowe'en style with boughs
and jack o-lanterns. After the games,
supper was served under the direction of
Bides Dustin, Luis Bond, and Milan
(!hapin.
The following people were accepted as
new members of the club: Eleanor
Robie, Charles Dcmnrest, Augusta Cohen,
Mildred Robertson. Mavis Curtiss, Helen
Parker, Herbert Jensen, Robert Kroepsch,
Phyllis (iilmaii, John Stevens, Evelyn
Rolfe, Samuel Scolnik, Millicent Paige,
Arnold Ruegg.

COSMOS GROUP
HEARS SPEAKER
Mr. Lee Vrooman, of the International College staff of Smyrna,
Turkey, spoke Thursday evening, at
a Cosmos Club meeting in Lihbev
Forum. During the past year, Mr.
Vrooman has been traveling in Syria,
Palestine, Egypt, and Turkey, and
through all of Europe except Russia
and Scandinavia. He has met manv
groups interested in education, and has
become acquainted with the educational
policy of Egypt, and of other countries
in the near East.
Tn his talk. Mr. Vrooman emphasized
the increasing unity of the world in
thought, and in the rapid correlation of
ideas. The four ideas most prevalent
in the world today are, he said: The
Asiatic and European ideal of nationalism, modern mass production, and
the common use of machinery; communism, and the conception of science
and scientific research, upheld and encouraged by the late Edison.

j

BALANO MAKES PORT AFTER
EXTENDED SUMMER ODYSSEY
Visits Russia, Sicily, Spain and Africa During Voyage r
Tramp Steamer "Explorer"—Plays Hookey From
College—Impressed with Russian War Spirit

We are frantic . . . With despondency ... At our inability to discover . . . Or create . . . Any startling
bits of news . . . Called scoops by other
great writers . . . And so, dear reader .. . We have absolutely nothing to
present . . . Not one infinitesimal
idea . . . But the column must go on . . .
Go on yourself ... In fact that's what
we depend on ... Is the Bobcat the
Camp-puss? , . . Not very punny, but it
does fill space . . . Slue-foot Carroll
easing into Chapel ... He almost made
it . . . Except for the fact that services
were practically over . . . With apologies to Joyce Kilmer . . . And anyone
who might have indulged in the exquisite art of plagiarism . . . We present
an appropriate masterpiece . . . Dedicated to Pa Gould . . .Thusly . . .
I think that I shall never see,
An "F" that's worth a dam to me;
An " A" I crave, whose form is
pressed,
Upon the Records of the blessed;
An "F" comes easily—and yet,
It isn't easy to forget;
" F's" are made by fools, they say,
But only God could make an "A".
Too true, Agamemnon, too true . . .
Doc Britan's ego received a severe jolt
t'other day . . . He asked for "some
thing concrete and solid" . . . Received
the bombastic reply, "A piece of sidewalk" . . . And they rolled in the
aisles . . . Shoot the works . . . In J. B.
they still tell the old fable about the
freshman who ran into Libbey to "see
a man about a dog"... Pointer or
Setter? . . . And they lay eggs ... If
we wished to be personal ... to the
fullest extent of the word . . . We could
write a startling story entitled . . .
Plucky Senior Proxy Flays Flamboyant
Prof . . . But we won't mention it . . .
When the musical note strikes ... It
will be too late to do anything about
it . . . Ah . . . The many sweet romances
which are gracing . . . And Alicing . . .
Our Campus . . . Here I had a swellegant crack about a resident of
Cheney . . . Who has a Itrother ... A
fresh one ... In the Freshman Class . ..
But the powerful opposition of my
room mate prevails . , . Lucky girl . . .
To thus escape the public eye . . . So
many of our boys have "gone the way
of .-ill flesh" . . . Too bad . . . This
should
be a great
duck-hunting
season ... A certain senior named Bill
recently went blotto; when he got
Hacker House on the 'phone, and then
remembered he had already made a
date . . . The launching of the Alumni
last week . . . Was a glorious . . . Not
lo mention Hilarious . . . Success . . .
How do I know? ... A little bird (not
the well known "birdie") told me . . .
One of them ... A member of Fie Beta
Kappa . . . Said his Hetty learned to
kiss the way she does from clucking
at horses . . . Paul Swan and his Physique . . . Margaret playing House
Mother to all the Transfers . . . Naturally the alumni are aroused . . . There
are only 48 more shopping days before
Christmas . . . Max claims that there is
nothing deader than a dead romance . ..
Too bad she died . . . She was a nicely
reared girl . . . Had a nice profile,
too . . . "Listen, Bill, you aren't going
to drink that Pluto water are you?",
asked Ed . . . "I ain't gonna do
nothin' else", replied Bill . . . And then
lid proved his worth by the hot retort, "Oh, yes you are". . . . Have all
you girls read Trudie's ad ? . . . Thev
laughed when I sat down to the cow . . .
Hut when I started to play— . . . When
Frank "Offside" Italia was razzed the
other day . . . He nonchalantly answered, "Ah, a member of the Stnnton
Bird Club" . . . How would you like
to be my assistant, Prank? ... Or perhaps I can be yours . . . "Woe be unto
you", said the fireman to his runaway
horse . . . I'm sick of Ihese Godawful
cracks . . . Aren't you? . . . Aren't we
all? . . . The R. A. W.—[ J affair has
gone by the boards ... in favor of the
newly organized duo from Danville . . .
which is slowly picking up steam . . .
Boys will be boys . . . And since
girls invariably will be girls . . .
New upholstery appears in Cheney . . .
Doc Wright is an immaculate little
fellow, n'est-ce pas? . . . The yellow,
yellow, yellow tie he wore in chapel . . .
Mandelstam, saucering his tea at Chase,
to the amazement of the awestruck
co-eds . . . His virility is astounding ...
Oh, well, nothing like knowing the right
people . . . Rumors are afloat that this
week's column is to be the last this
year (Thank Gawd) . . . Naturally we'd
be the last ones to hear of this . . .
But we don't mind . . . We even perked
up a bit when we heard it . . . Just
then Val called for more copy . . . And
that . . . M 'children . . .Is just another
busted dream of rest . . .
One hundred and ninety-nine physical
exams for freshmen are completed at
Vermont University—and look what
they have to show for them! Thirteen
tons of frosh—the heaviest weighing
242 pounds; the lightest 109 pounds.

James W. Balano, president of the
Sophomore class and Sophomore representative to the Student Council, returned to college early last week. His
belated arrival was the result of an
extended summer's voyage in which he
visited Southern Russia, Turkey,
Syria, Italy, Spain, Casa Blanea, and
Northern Africa.
Although the trip was a regular
scheduled two months' voyage, various
obstacles made it so that Jim found
himself in dreamy Spain when he was
supposed to have been in sleepy class—
at college. The first obstacle was encountered while the ship was navigating the river Bug going to Nikolaiev
to discharge American machinery for
the construction of the hydroelectric
power plant there. The ship was
grounded on a sand bar and was
forced to wait the grace of some towboats from Odessa, a neighboring port.
It took the Russian towboats exactly
four days to make up their minds and
to come seventy miles to aid the largest
ship containing the largest shipment
that had ever entered their Black Sea
ports.
Jim Turns Communist
Through a bit of diplomacy and by
swearing that they were rabid communists Jim and two fellow seamen were taken by the Soviet International of Seamen on an extensive
five hundred mile tour of the interior
on which they inspected two large collective farms, the huge Dneispostroy
project and the large tractor factory
and town at Tractorstroy.
Balano was quite impressed with the
war spirit of the Russians. They arc at
a fighting pitch, striving to produce all
possible so that capitalistic countries
may be defeated in trade markets.
The people that he talked with all
seemed sure that Germany and England
would turn communistic within the next
two years and that France and the
United States would then follow from
necessity.
Do Not Realize Poverty
That poverty and bad conditions arc
there is undeniable. However, the
Russians do not realize it. They are
ever so much better off now, they say,
then they ever have been. A large
black Buick used exclusively for Soviet

officialdom was the only car i„ .. 1
Black Sea seaport, Novorssisk, w\ 's|
the ship stayed two weeks.
From the three Russian .,„„ ■
Novorssisk, Nikolaiev, and
I
where American machinery
|
charged and a few Russian
loaded, the "Explorer" pro,
Alexandritta, Syria, going thi
■
beautiful Bosphorous and tiistori-]
Leordevilles just south of I
nople.
Along Aegean Coast
Passing the Aegean coast and a.
island of Rhodes the ship
Alexandritta, a town of sixty in,u
and fourteen mosques or minaret.
After loading a few hundred
wool and tobacco the ship s
Messiva and Palermo, Sicily
lemons and figs were load. ;
catacombs and ancient ruins
Palermo were especially ii
here.
Barcelona where the ship lo::
cargo was the next port of ei
ship remained in Barcelona eight <|;iv^
owing to the political unresi
country. The ship was loaded :n,]J
armed guard for fear of strik.
gated by communists and syndii aUati
From Spain through Gibraltei
African seaport of Casa Hlnnc.-i
next lap of this extended I
The high points of Casa Blanco wen
the vain attempts of members
crew to stow away American membenl
of the French foreign legion for iransportation to America and the '.:ilure!
of Balano to get a wire through to
Harry Rowe advising Mr. Eowi
Jim was only three thousand mile, fro*
college on the day that school opened.!
Playing Hookey
Three thousand miles away on lmar<l
a slow cargo tramp that had been very
inefficiently repaired by Russian
men after the grounding in Russia was the situation. With twelve thoJ
sand tons of Mediterranean and
i
Sea cargo and with a bad engine, I
ship took almost three weeks to go froa
Africa to New York where it arrived
at quarantine at the same moment thai
the Leviathan did.
The high light of the crossing was
the item in the radio news that Hates
had held Harvard to four touchdowns.

"HYMNS ARE HYMNS'-REPORTER
GATHERS CHAPEL STATISTICS!
"Oh Love That Wilt Not Let Me Go" has Greatest Collegi-|]
ate Appeal—Used 85 Hymns in Services Last Year
By NANCY CROCKETT
Hymns are hymns, but they don't
always sound like them. Many of the
professors who so religiously choose
their favorite hymns for chapel services
would be shocked beyond reason if they
could hear them mutilated into jazz
in the dormitories; even in chapel, however, they arc not entirely recognizable.
Most of them consist wholly of a resounding "Amen" sung at the end by
the entire student body, though the
Freshmen usually keep faith with the
task. Now, after almost four weeks of
their feeble attempts in chapel, the
poor, abused Freshmen are also becoming very susceptible to laryngitis and
even fewer voices are heard.
Last year, tone production dwindled
and dwindled until, towards the close of
the year ' • the powers that be'' seriously considered installing artificial
lungs in all the pews. Just think now
of the uplifting effect the words of
"Bobbie's" old favorite would have
on the congregation. Even the sight
of the words:
'* Still, still with Thee, when purple
morning breaketh,
When the bird waketh. and the shadows
flee;
Fairer than morning, lovelier than the
daylight.
Dawns the sweet consciousness, I am
with Thee!"
would awaken the most quivering
soprano and even the deep basses would
boom into action. What a shame that
Mr. Berkebnan has not chosen this song
for such a long time; since his marriage,
to be exact.
Old Favorites
Each recurring time, and there were
at least seven, that the number, "229",
appeared in the hymn announcements
last year, we increasingly wondered
whether there could be any possible explanation of its popularity in the fact
that Bates is a co-educational institution. The hymn is "Oh love that wilt
not let me go"! Only one other
reached such heights and that was "Oh
Master, let me walk with Thee". Flying in winged words, however, close
upon the heels of .these two was "Fairest Lord Jesus" which succeeded in
mnoying earnest letter-readers for six
times.
There were only three state-series
football games last year as this year,
so it is not quite clear to us why '' Fight
the good fight" was posted five times.
Our memory is rather hazy at this point
and the Choir Monitor's records do not
mention it, so we can only surmise
that it was sung just before midyears
and finals, but that sounds quite plausible. Of course, there were others glorified by five choices, including "Immor-

tal Love" and "Beneath the Cross of I
Jesus", but, since now we have to liglill
getting out of chapel and over to tliel
Library before all of our class eompcti-l
tors, it seemed appropriate to feature]
'' Fight the good Fight''.
Twice during the year "Prexy" uses!
the college hymn, "O God, beneath Tlivl
guiding hand". At the first ami last I
chapel exercises, alone, is this livmnl
sung. By no means, however, are thescl
the only hymns "Prexy" eh coses.!
Thirty-five times last year he exercised I
his prerogative, but his repertory in-1
eluded only twenty-eight hymns, lie I
repeated three times. "Where cmssl
the Crowded Ways of Life", so tliatl
when the year was over, we reallr|
began to consider them crowded.
Use 85 Hymns in Chapel
There were about one hundred and
eighty mornings last year when
attendance was required at chapel. Pur
ing those one hundred and eighty d ivs,
about eighty-five different hymns wer
sung (or, al least, ended) by the
lege students. We wonder if an
tension course in the choice of hyi I
should be given for the benefit of til
professors, (perhaps, for the benefit i>1
the students) or if newly edited h;
books should be purchased. But, thru.
what would we do without our ben i'i
fully marked copies with the scv. ral
dates but not so many names bordi
-1
each of the eighty-five hymns?
after all, we've grown to like then]
and even yet, hymns are hymns.

October Birthday
Girls Guests at Teal
The October Tea for the girls wl
birthdays are in October was hehl
Mrs. Gould's home on Wednesday, '
28. The hostesses were Mrs. Gould, !
Britan, Mrs. Seward, and Miss Met)
The guests were Antronille Bi '
Margaret Thorpe, Anastasia Eai
Barbara Littlefield, Ivy Chaplin. Mi
Knapp, Celeste Carver, Martha Ch '
Dorothy Sweeney, Florence Wells. Mi
Wheeler, Alice Chandler, Pauline Fre
Rosamond Melcher, Marguerite Moi
Ruth Barrell, Rebecca Cousins, .lc:r
Gottesfeld, Muriel McLeod, ami
Manson.
Some policemen are so ignoran'-l
For instance, one turned in a riol
I
to subdue four hundred Ohio Wesl
University sophomore and freshmaM
women, because he couldn't tell 'l|fl
difference between lip stick on tin _ faces and blood. The battle was ove
a familiar matter, the frosh rcfuscl t»
wear their traditional caps.
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BATES LOSES
SERIES GAME

By AL HOWE
apteins for the Garnet squads are
kriel Bliss "32> ,)agmar Augustinus
||rpatri<ia Abbott '34. Tlle Blacks
Alice Hellier "32, Prances
Ir1' kcil
'K " "1'33by" and
—' * """
Ruth Johnson '34.
:,-:■
•p(,(;i,). in some classes there are not
•
_ iris taking hockey for A. A.
Ilniak'' ;1 complete Garnet or Black
li*. * A- has vote<1 to allow subl^uli11"- fr?m n9ek«y majors. Howler li"Sl' g'r,s wi" not be considered

I

Freshman Garnet and Black
j, ,.ei the freshnien have not been
I
ito Garnet and Black sides.
|r, m:ik'' !!ie division fair and equal,
■
will be divided for each
j^-t—tli;tt is, before each season.
|
Garnet and Black sides will
"mail' next spring.
Tennis
Parti ipants in the tennis tournament
, reminded that a girl may not be
Lltenged by another girl twice in
!
Sh
|
e must play another
"jjirh before accepting the second
High School Play Day
■ yM. for the High School Play Day
I
ining to sound as if the day
|««M '"' nnc °f f"n for our guests. A
feature this year will be an
Ution of apparatus work by the
n <-< women.

game. King and Sprafke came into
the game.
Fumbles hurt the Bates cause in the
(Continued from Page 1)
final quarter. McCluskey kicked when
Bates failed to gain, and a penalty on
Bates Shines in Second Half
Maine for roughing put the ball in
*££**£$ P^nty of confidence as the Maine's possession down in their own
second halt opened and took the ball territory. Maine tried the Bates line
^iVndV1'0 ki<k0ff
*° Maine" >'"" but the Blue attack was not functioning
for n f
°T W6re in tl,e '-acktield as it had early in the game. Kavur
rllitl
, an<1 ",ade son,e ni«e Kains. kicked and the ball went over ValiNeither team could get far into the centi's head. Bates got the ball on
1„
1 territory although Bates made their own 18-yard line. On the next
several first downs but not successive play, there was a fumble and the ball
ones
Maine still had an advantage rolled back to the Bates .'i:vard line
in the kicking game as Kavor got off where it was retrieved by King. King
•some pretty punts. He stood close be- went around end for a nine-yard gain
hind the line and several times the and then Mcf'luskey kicked to midfield.
Kates forwards nearly blocked his Riley and Ifomansky took the ball for
kicks. With Parrell and Brown taking a first down. Then the Bobcat line said
short trips through the Maine tackles
Ihey shall not pass" so the bovs
Hates advanced the ball to the Maine from the Maine wilds did what the;
21 -yard line.
had been doing all afternoon when they
Here Maine took the ball on downs got into difficulty and that was to give
but could do no gaining and Favor the ball to Favor who kicked. The
kicked. Valicenti took the ball to ball rolled to the Bates goal-line, decided
Maine's
35-yard
line. The Bobcat it had gone far enough and stopped on
could get the ball no farther. Maine the Bobcat three yard line.
took the ball and kicked. It was Hates
Only a few minutes of -the game reball on its own 25-yard line as the mained. Hates resorted to desperate
period closed. Bates held the upper measures and Valicenti tried a forward
hand in this period but were unable to pass. It was batted down by a Maine
get the ball in scoring position.
player and rolled over the Bales goalFireman and McCarthy went in for line where Kiszonok fell on it for a
h'arrell and Brown who had been pluv
safety and the score was 9-<i for Maine.
ing line games. McCarthy flashed on
Bates kicked off from its twenty-yard
a 19-yard run around the end and a few line. Maine failed to gain and kicked
moments later Fireman put hope into over the Hates goal-line. Bates rethe Bates stands when he made a nice sorted to forwards in an attempt to
gain on a pass from Valicenti. Bates get the ball up the field quickly. Two
could advance no farther and Valicenti nice forward passes were completed and
tried for a field goal which fell *liurt. Hales sensed a chance to score. HowMaine kicked
from the
20-yard ever, with the ball on the Maine 25marker to Valicenti who took the "ball yard line another forward pass was inand was hurt when tackled by three tercepted by a Maine end and a moment
Maine players. He continued in the later the game was over.

The McGill Daily says that what
makes China seem so uncivilized to us
is the fact that she carries on her wars
without borrowing from other countries.
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GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR MEN
Charge Account Service

109-iu Lisbon st.

CORTELL'S

Lewiston, Maine

H
HECKER-FRANSON NEEDLECRAFT SHOP
WE SPECIALIZE IN

LADIES' FURNISHINGS-GIFTS—ART NEEDLEWORK

79 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON, MAINE

Instruction* Free
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Say it With Ice Cream

GEORGE. A. ROSS
ELM

Bates 1904

STREET

Comrjliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
You will like roar Pholoi. all.. II nade by

/ Main Street

DORA CLARK TASH
125 MAIN STREET

Tel. 228

Merrill & Webber Co.
PRINTERS AND
BOOKBINDERS

"None
so good as
LUCKIES"

Blank

Loose

Books,

Leaf

Ruled

Work

Blanks

to order

All kind! of BOOK and JOB PRINTING executed
in ■ neat, prompt and taaty manner

95 TO 99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

• Is Miss Harlow's
Statement

"I've tried all cigarettes and there's none
so good as LUCKIES. And incidentally I'm
careful in my choice of cigarettes. I have
to be because of my throat. Put me down
as one who always reaches for a LUCKY.
It's a real delight to find a Cellophane wrapper that opens without
an ice pick."

Paid For?
You may be interested in
knowing that not one cent
was paid to Miss Harlow to
make theabove statement.
Miss Harlow has been a

GEO. V. TURGEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches
DIAMONDS
80 LISBON STREET

smoker of IUCKY STRIKE
cigarettes for 2 years. We
hopeIhe publicity herewith

3

A^-^*-*- Hn^^la-k* """

ATTENTION,

given will be as beneficial
to her and to Fox and
Columbia, her producers,
as her endorsement of
LUC KIES is to you and to us.

-VC AT Oil IDS

LEWISTON, MAINE

STUDENTS!

Excel
CLEANERS AND DYERS
10% Discount to All Bates Students

Jean Harlow first set the screen
ablaze in "Hell's Angels," the
great air film, and she almost stole
the show from a fleet of fifty planes.
See her "Goldie," a Fox film and
Columbia's "Platinum Blonde."

A. B. LEVINE, JVfgr.
Bales, "23

Compliments of

New Method Dye Works

******
Made of the finest tobaccos —
The Cream of many Crops-LUCKY
STRIKE alone offers the throat protection
of the exclusive "TOASTING" Process
which includes f he use of modern Ultra
Violet Rays—the process that expels
certain harsh, biting irritants naturally
present in every tobacco leaf. These
expelled irritants are not present in
your LUCKY STRIKE. "They're out—so they
can't be in!" No wonder LUCKIES are
always kind to your throat.
•

DISTINCTIVE
■ PHOTOGRAPHY

Paul Carpenter
11 West Parker
CLEANING and PRESSING
TEL. 3620

Most

and Up to-Date

Luggage Store East of Boston

HARRY L. PLUMMER
f>Aot& and*/?rt Stlidio

Fogg's Leather Store
123 Main Street

Lewiston, Maine
THE BEST IN TOWN

Upholstery — Draperies
Window Shades

MOISTURE-PROOF
CELLOPHANE
Sealed Tight-Ever Right
The Unique Humidor Package

It's toasted"

Zip-And it's open!
See the new notched tab on the top of
the package. Hold down one half
with your thumb. Tear off the other half. Simple.
Quick. Zip! That's all. Unique I Wrapped in dustproof, moisture-proof, germ-proof Cellophane.
Clean, protected, neat, FRESH!— what could be more
modem than LUCKIES' improved Humidor package
-so easy to open! Ladies-the LUCKY TAB

Your Throot Protection-ogolnrt lrr»gtjgn-oflolt«t cough

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh
TUNE IN—Trie Lucky Strike Dance Orchestra, every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday evening overN.B.C. networks.

Complete

A
Coi'/eye Sfudenfi

a„.,iiji,

■Hi a American Tobacco Co.

is-your finger nail protection.

FOE WOMEN

AND

MEN

/. K. CAMPBELL

BILL, The Barber

37% Sabattus Street
Tel. 3172
LEWISTON

CHASE HALL

For GOOD CLOTHES and
FURNISHINGS

WHEELER CLOTHING CO,
r«uinni T? STS.
<5f<!
Cor. uiTu
MAIN ,„J
and MIDDLE

Special discount given to college students \
i._,

.,

I

,_

Two Best Places To Eat—at

BILL WHITE'S
and Home
Steaks, Chops and Home Made Pies
All Sport ta by &adio whiU Tou Sat

Bates Street

Lewiston, Maine

n—

CRONIN

i.. i

C&

-

.._

ROOT

SELL
GOOD CLOTHES
140 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON

0

5£
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Frosh Football
Team Hands 13-0
Defeat to M.C.I.
Bobkittens' Work Promising
The Bates freshman squad downed
M. C. I. by a 13-0 score in a rather interesting and spectacular game, last Friday afternoon on Garcelon Field. A
goodly crowd was in evidence to see
Coach Spinks' bobkittens trounce the
highly rated Pittsfield squad. Although
the lack of steady and concentrated
practice as a team was noticeable in the
absence of team work, yet the frosh
squad boasts much latent power, both
in the line and backfield.
Pricher is Outstanding
The first period was slow and marked
by frequent penalties and fumbles, to
be brightened only by the excellent punting and running of Pricher, frosh fullback, who seems due to earn a place for
himself on next year's varsity squad.
Stone recovered an M. C. I. fumble
to open the second period, and after a
fifteen-yard penalty had been tacked on
the visitors, placing the ball on the
thirty-five yard line, Pricher broke
through the center of the line, and outdistanced the field to score. Stone
kicked the goal, and for the rest of the
half, the frosh played a purely defensive
game, Pricher's excellent punting driving the red jerseyed team back in its own
territory time and time again.
Bates scored again in the second half

when Lynch broke through the line to
intercept a lateral at the hands of Jordan
and ran sixty yards for a score.
In the second half, the Pittsfield team
unloosed a passing attack with Jordan
letting fly some excellent heaves, and
Daunis making two extremely flashy
catches, but the freshman line held in
the pinches, and the frosh goal line was
never seriously threatened.
The Summary
M. .('. I.
BATES FRESHMEN
CJ. Calder, Louder, re
le, Lynch, Dixey, Greg, Musgrave
A. Calder, Entin, rt
It, Paul, D. Taylor, Carlen, Cross
Laffin, rg
lg, Oilman, Crockwell. Harris, Dority
Carlie
Xeal. Arno, c
c, Rainville, Ludholm, Kimball, Eves
Smith, Lillie, lg
rg, Taylor, Anicetti, Driscoll
Billings Sherman, It
it. Hill, Fuller, .lackson, Salloway
King. Daunis, le
re. Pond, Mendall, Arnold, Chandler
Reed. Sargent, qb
qb, Gay, Valicenti, Sheridan, Mastelli
Adams, Laughton, Freeman, rhb
lhh, Lenzi, Martel, Coleman, Aldrich
Jordan. Templeton, lhb
rhb, Hammond, Paige, Zonk
Coronios, Quandros, fb
fb. Marquis, Pricher, Stahl, Robin
Score by periods:
Freshmen,
0 7 0 6—13
Sooring, Touchdowns, Pricher, Lynch.
Point after touchdown, Stone (placekick). Officials. Referee Carroll, Umpire, McPonough. Head linesman, But
ler.
Time four 12-minute periods.

Maine Harriers
Colby Powerful
Win State Title
In 32-6 Defeat
Over Polar Bear
Bowdoin and Colby, whom the Bobcats
meet the coming Saturday and Armistice
Dav respectivelv, emerged from their
first State Scrie's battle with Colby the
overwhelming victor by a score of 32-6.
Colby unleashed a terrific onslaught
under which Bowdoin wilted, and which
resulted in five touchdowns. Although,
Davan and Peabody of Colby ran rampant through the whole Bowdoin team,
the superb, uncompromising blocking of
a well-drilled, hard-boiled ball club was
the secret of the Colby victory. Tackling with fierce precision, the Colby defense ruined what little the Bowdoin
club had to offer as an offense. However,
Bowdoin managed to score when the
whole Colby team was replaced by second
and third string men.

Bates-Maine Statistics
First downs
Yds. gained from
scrimmage
Forward passes:
Attempted
Completed
Intercepted
Total Yds. from passes
Lateral passes
Yardage
Penalties
Yds. lost from penalties

Bates Maine
8
11
158

168

9
5
1
94
0
0
3

5
4
0
53
2
18
4
40

15

Good Clothing
Good Furnishing

We can show you a varied selection 0f
PRIZE CUPS

POPULAR PRICES

Haskell & Hopkins

FOUNTAIN PENS

Fighting hard for their third consecu27 LISBON STREET
tive cross-country championship, the
Bates harriers were nosed out by a better-balanced Maine team over the Pole
hill course last Friday afternoon, 27-30.
Captain Whitten fought a great duel
down the stretch to win by inches over
Jellison of Bates and Booth of Maine
in 26 minutes 42 seconds, bettering the
record for the five-mile course of 27 minGeo. E. Schmidt
utes 3 seconds set up by the great Maine 44 Bates St.
stars, Richardson and Lindsay in 1929.
Although Bates finished one, two,
Maine had six of the next seven under
the wire, and Shaw clinched the meet
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington
with eighth place. Gunning and Earle Lv Lewiston—7.45 A.M., 12.35 P.M.. 4.25 P.M.
of Maine tied for fourth, 200 yards be- Lv Rumford—7.35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
hind the leaders. Adams after losing Lv Farmington—
7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.
his advantage over Osgood entering the
STANDARD TIME
last quarter mile, fought hard, passed
the Maine man, and captured sixth with
an amazing sprint. Austin, the ninth
man, led four Bates runners, Allison,
Furtwengler, Carpenter and Raymond.
64 Sabattus Street
Summary: 1, Whitten, Bates; 2, JelliCITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
son, Bates; 3, Booth, Maine; 4, Gunning,
and LUBRICATING OILS
Maine; 5, Earle, Maine; 6, Adams,
Bates; 7, Osgood, Maine; 8, Shaw,
WASHING and GREASING
Maine; 9, Austin, Maine; 10, Allison,
Nearest Gasoline Station to College
Bates;
11, Furtwengler, Bates; 12,
Carpenter, Bates; 13, Raymond, Bates;
14, Masterman, Maine.

of all standard makes
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

IERVALL

LADIES' LEATHER HANDBAGS

LUNCH

LEATHER BILLFOLDS
BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

The Blue Line

of all kinds

BARNST0NE- OSGOOD
COMPANY

Fred C. McKenney

Believe it or not, but Robert L.
Ripley is going to speak to the students
of the Department of Journalism in
C. B. A., Boston University.

3Jpiurlmi
LISBON STREET'

50

Lewiston, Maine

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

FLANDERS
College Men Appreciate Our Clothes

62 COURT STREET

==

AUBURN, MAINE

RUBBER and OIL CL0THIN6 Sg Canvas and Rubber Footwear
LEWISTON RUBBER COMPANY

AUGUSTA

LEWISTON

Arthur "Gilli" Dum.i.

£ INSURED

CABS

Israel Winner

TAXI £ CALL 4040 TAXI
24 Hour Ssrrice

fts* For Real Courteous Service

25 Cents Local R»le

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO., 171 Main Street, Lewiston, Maine

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing and Finishing
24 HOUR SERVICE

"THE QUALITY SHOP'
Tel. 1817-W

3 Minutes from the Campus

PEOPLES SHOE SHOP
The Moccasin House.

33 SABATTUS STREET
DEALER IN HIGH GRADE MOCCASINS,
TENNIS SHOES AND RUBBERS
SHOES REPAIRED AND RECONDITIONED TO LOOK LIKE NEW

R. W. CLARK
PRESCRIPTIONS
Also,

APOLLO

Corner Bates and Main Street

A

Registered Druggist
Pure Drug* and Medicines

SPECIALTY

CHOCOLATES
LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

1

Lewiston Trust Company
© 1931.

LIGGETT

&

MYEU TOBACCO CO.

Let's talk Straight from the Shoulder
>!

VVTHAT you want in a cigarette is taste. You want
VV mildness . . . smoothness . . . and satisfying pleasure
when you smoke.
All right then . . . get this straight.
CHESTERFIELD pays top prices ... yes, and a
premium for the ripest, mellowest, sweetesttasting leaf that grows.
The curing and conditioning is done by specialists . . . men carefully trained in handling these
fine tobaccos.
...
IN BLENDING, also, Chesterfields are different
. . . Instead of merely mixing the tobaccos
together ... we cross-blend them. It's like making a new and better-tasting kind of tobacco.
That's how we get that Chesterfield flavor. Milder
. . . and a more pleasing aroma.
Cigarette paper? Only the purest that's made
is good enough for Chesterfield.

PICK UP a package. Note its clean appearance . . . free
from heavy inks. It's moisture-proof, too.
And three big factories at Richmond, Durham and San
Francisco—operating under the strictest sanitary standards
—rush them fresh to you.
Good ... they've got to be good. Because they're made that way. And
most important of all . . . you can
taste this goodness in the cigarette.
You can tell it in the smoke.
Light up, Mister! Try Chesterfield.
Let the cigarette do its own talking.
You'll get the whole thrilling story,
in just two words . . ."They Satisfy"!

*%d >t/L - f/Zcla uet £&ey Skfody

LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
Compliments of

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL WORKS
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

J. W. White Co.

James P. Murphy Co.
6 to 10 Bates St, LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

GOOGIN

DeWitt Beauty Shop

FUEL CO.

Specializing

COAL and WOOD

PERMANENT WAVES

1801
Phone.
114 Bates Street
LEWISTON
HOT TOASTED

1800
67 Elm Street
AUBURN

SANDWICHES

Pastry and Hot Coffee
at our Fountain

Jordan's Drug Store
on the Corner
61 COLLEGE STREET

FINGER

WAVES

75c

Telephone 3644

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
7 SABATTUS ST.
We Specialize in
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
Agent, Johnny Rogers, 9 East Parker

